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CLASSIC AMERICAN FILM SCORES
1956-2016

PROLOGUE

SOME ThOUGHTS FOR ThE LISTENER
When I received an email from Jason Lee Lazell, suggesting
that I try to assemble highlights of my favorite scores for films,
as well as some of the music which I composed for two of the
many dramas which appeared on Broadway, I was astounded.
When the old Industrial Corporate Music Complex controlled
what the world would hear, music for films had to sound like
Movie Music (i.e. all pretty much the same) in order to achieve the
bloodcurdling definition of having a “market sound”.
As far as my incidental music for the theater was concerned,
that wasn’t even considered a category, so usually the best a
composer could do after composing a score for the theater would
be to try and save a copy of the tape or get a friend to make a live
recording to share with friends and family after the production
closed down. In my case, I often used a fraction of these theater
scores as the basis for longer classical works.
When the films I was lucky enough to score were submitted to
record companies, the few that begrudgingly agreed to record
them always indicated that there was no market for what I did,
because it didn’t sound like “movie music”, and that what I did
was by definition headed to the landfill.
Photo: David Amram , Adam Amram
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From the ‘50s through the ‘90s my use of jazz, classically
composed music and what today is called World Music was as
foreign to the people who worked at the record companies as
were the unique sounds of the complex social songs and chants
sung for thousands of years by the native people who live in the
Aleutian Islands.
The fact that I was considered to be a maverick with a
career death wish because I wasn’t grinding out retreads of
Rachmaninoff’s "Isle of the Dead" or writing music to be heard in
elevators and supermarkets, was never upsetting to me because
I wasn’t composing for the theater, or for films, in order to have
my music recorded. When I wrote scores for Shakespeare’s plays
(and I did one for every play Shakespeare wrote, during my
twelve years as the first composer for New York’s’ Shakespeare
in the Parks Festival) I subsequently composed two symphonic
works and an opera based on fragments of the scores for these
productions.
And in all my film scores, I was never obliged to try to write a
hit song, to be ground out as many times as possible during the
film, in order to help sell the film. I was always given a green light
to try to do something to enhance the film, and it was always a
challenge and always a joy to do.
Photo: Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty
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THE FACT
THAT I WAS
CONSIDERED TO
BE A MAVERICK
WITH A CAREER
DEATH WISH
BECAUSE
I WASN’T
GRINDING OUT
RETREADS OF
RACHMANINOFF’S
"ISLE OF THE
DEAD"

THEY ALWAYS
ENCOURAGED ME TO
FOLLOW MY HEART
AND NEVER FORGET
THAT MY CALLING AS
A COMPOSER WAS
TO TRY TO REMAIN
SOMEONE WHO
HOPED TO CREATE
A BODY OF WORK
WHICH WOULD HAVE
LASTING
VALUE

Every note which I have ever composed or played, for anything
and everything, including when I composed for films, was always
the very best that I could create. My only concern was, and always
will be, to continue to do the very best that I can possibly do, and
always try to do it better than expected.
All the jazz and European classical masters, as well as the folk
musicians from around the world who I was lucky enough to
know and work with, taught me that early in life. They always
encouraged me to follow my heart and never forget that my
calling as a composer was to try to remain someone who hoped
to create a body of work which would have lasting value in the
worlds of chamber music, symphonic music, opera, choral and
wind symphony music, as well as in jazz and Latin music, and to
try to incorporate my own life experiences into everything that I
composed or played. And always to honor those who shared this
with me, and pass on this sense of commitment to every creative
person who crossed my path.
They always reminded me that a good piece of music, regardless
of the genre, would take all the musicians who played it on a
special trip that became a movie in its own right, by telling a story
and painting a picture in sound which would allow the listeners to
join in on the ride and create their own movies in their own minds.
Photo: Laurence Harvey
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I have tried everyday to do this and will
continue to do so.
So, while I am not a film composer, but rather
a composer who enjoys composing for films,
which I feel are of lasting value, I naturally
incorporated all the idioms of sincere music
which I have learned to play and which have
become part of my musical DNA.
Since I was born in the USA I used the spirit,
as well as the endless inspiration of jazz, and
incorporated the gifts of great jazz artists
who grace these scores, and so it makes it
especially rewarding to have the voices of
these jazz masters heard in the matchless
contributions they made, adding their artistry
to the scores I created.
In each of the highlights of all the scores
heard in this box set, made over the past
sixty-two years, I put as much loving care into
composing them as I did and still do today
when writing my symphonies, concertos,
chamber music, choral and operatic works.
Photo: Gregory Corso, Larry Rivers, Jack Kerouac,
David Amram and Allen Ginsberg (1959)

SO WHILE I AM NOT A FILM COMPOSER BUT RATHER A
COMPOSER WHO ENJOYS COMPOSING FOR FILMS, WHICH I FEEL
ARE OF LASTING VALUE, I NATURALLY INCORPORATED ALL THE
IDIOMS OF SINCERE MUSIC WHICH I HAVE LEARNED TO PLAY
AND WHICH HAVE BECOME PART OF MY MUSICAL DNA

THEY ALWAYS
ENCOURAGED ME TO
FOLLOW MY HEART
AND NEVER FORGET
THAT MY CALLING AS
A COMPOSER WAS
TO TRY TO REMAIN
SOMEONE WHO
HOPED TO CREATE
A BODY OF WORK
WHICH WOULD HAVE
LASTING
VALUE

And I try to do the same whenever I give concerts with my jazz
ensemble, or play with musicians from cultures around the world
or accompany readers, as I did with Jack Kerouac in 1956, the
same year that I composed my first film score, which appears in
this set.
Today there are more gifted film-makers and accomplished
young composers than ever before. With the digital revolution,
anyone can make their own film and with the explosion of the
indie approach, it is possible for film-makers, actors, singers,
songwriters, musicians and composers of all genres to collaborate
with one another, creating new works that completely bypass the
increasingly industrial and impenetrable nature of the walls of the
entertainment industry, and finding common ground to create
fresh, new work of lasting value.
Film-making is an art and film scoring is an art.
My hope is that this set of some favorite film scores of mine will
encourage composers and film-makers to get together and find
their own way to inspire one another and create work that uplifts
the audience. And realize that jazz and those who create it, as well
as all forms of classical music, are built to last and their excellence
and purity of intent can enhance any film by contributing
something that will help the film itself achieve enduring value.
Photo: Faye Dunaway, Kirk Douglas
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And most important for all composers – always
remember to be patient and keep on working,
regardless of the rewards taking a while to come
your way. Anything that is good stays good.
As John Keats said, "a thing of beauty IS a joy
forever", so just concentrate on always doing a
much better job than expected.
And enjoy doing it!!!
This box set by Moochin’ About, is officially
released on November 17th 2018, the actual
date of my eighty-eighth birthday, but if you
can’t come to the party and blow out all those
candles or have a slice of cake, I hope you
can enjoy listening to this musical journey of
sixty-two years, and that it makes you feel as
young as it makes me feel to hear all these great
players.
Real music is timeless, and always reminds you
that whatever your official age is, you are only
as old as you make other people feel.
So please ENJOY, and whatever you do to pay
your rent, remain creative!!!
David Amram
Photo: Telly Savalas, Burt Lancaster
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Theme From The Manchurian Candidate (Jazz Version)
Cantina Latina
Theme From The Manchurian Candidate
(Orchestral Version)
4 Queen Of Diamonds
5
John Birch Lurch (Politicians On Parade)
6 Unrequited Love
7
Slightly Manchurian Blues
8
Dare To Dream
9 Home Again 1952
10 A Night In The Garden
11 Some Soul From Seoul
12 Summer Affair/Wiggin’ Out In Central Park
13 Return Of A Hero
14 Theme & Finale

DIRECTOR JOHN FRANKENHEIMER

Scoring The Manchurian Candidate in 1962 was the kind of
experience that composers dream of being a part of.
The director John Frankenheimer, the screenwriter George
Axelrod and the star Frank Sinatra all took pride in their
work, felt a responsibility to do justice to the book and were
excited about making a film that addressed the subjects of
brainwashing and political repression in a totally original way.
I was staying in a tiny hotel in downtown LA called the
Montecito, where all New Yorkers who worked in the theater
stayed whenever they came out to Hollywood for a few weeks
to make enough money doing a TV show or a film, so that they
could go back to New York and work in the theater until they
were broke again.
John Frankenheimer sent me copies of the film every day as
it was being edited and re-edited, and I ran the tiny reels on a
small crank machine called a movieola, watching over and over
to see and feel how each scene corresponded with the script,
which I had studied before I came out West.
When I arrived in LA to start work, Frankenheimer said to me:
“Just remember David, this is not a Chinese war movie. Mr
Sinatra and I chose you because we didn’t want a hack with a
staff of ghostwriters to grind out the same old, same old.”
Photo: John Frankenheimer, Frank Sinatra, Laurence Harvey

THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE 1962

DAVID AMRAM’S HAUNTING SCORE DRIVES THE
MOVIE FORWARD AND EMPHASIZES PERFECTLY ALL
THE DRAMATIC ELEMENTS - JOHN FRANKENHEIMER

THE FILM DID
TELL ME WHAT
TO DO, AND I WAS
ABLE TO DO IT
BECAUSE NO ONE
INTERFERED AND I
WAS ALLOWED TO
DO THE BEST THAT
I POSSIBLY
COULD DO

“We need you to be creative”, Frankenheimer added. I’m not sure
what I am doing from day to day and I’m not a musician, but this
is an incredible story and you can help it out musically. You’ll see
as you see it being put together. The film will tell you what to do. ”
The film did tell me what to do, and I was able to do it because
no one interfered and I was allowed to do the best that I possibly
could do.
I was able to hire great jazz artists like tenor saxophone master
Harold Land, alto saxophonist and flutist Paul Horn, baritone
and bass baritone saxophonist Jack Nimitz, who also played
contrabass clarinet and bass saxophone, legendary trumpeters
Joe Gordon and Carmell Jones, bass player Jimmy Bond and
trombonists Lou Blackburn and Dick Leith.
And, I was able to get some of the great Latin percussionists
and stellar classical chamber music and orchestral string players
chosen by our concert master Stanley Plummer, a renowned violin
soloist, and some exquisite trumpet solos played by Manny Klein.
I also had the rare opportunity to write solo passages in the
symphonic sections of the score for the Heckelphone, bass flute,
contrabass clarinet, harpsichord and bass saxophone, which are
seldom used, or even available, when writing a symphony or a
concerto.
Photo: Harold Land
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We recorded the entire score in two days and in addition to
conducting and playing the piano, I shocked some of the studio
staff when I would jump off the podium or the piano bench,
whenever the great French hornist Vince de Rosa, had a few
measures rest and let me borrow his horn, to run to the nearest
microphone, improvise a solo on the spot (in Cantina Latina and
in Home Again 1952) and then return the horn to Vince in time for
him to play his written part again.
With all my experience playing with Dizzy Gillespie, Lionel
Hampton, Charles Mingus, Mary Lou Williams and Kenny Dorham,
I had no problem trying to create new jazz compositions which
reflected the depth and sophistication of the music that was being
created in the early ‘50s, which was the era portrayed in the film.
I had been drafted into the US Army in August of 1952, when the
conflict in Korea was winding down, but because the Army was
finally officially integrated, many of the jam sessions that occurred
in the barracks, band rooms, dances and places which we would
seek out wherever we were stationed in order to play music, always
had musicians of all genres, races and styles playing together.
Latin and jazz players, beboppers and swing musicians joined with
Western swing and rhythm and blues players and singers.
Photo: Laurence Harvey, Frank Sinatra
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So for the scenes in the film showing the soldiers partying during
their off hours, John Frankenheimer suggested that I write pieces
that would put the audience right into those places and then
edit whatever felt the most natural, rather than scoring the jazz
sequences directly to match the film.
“Make us feel that we are all there in that GI bar in Korea,” he said.
“If you write some really fine pieces, with all those great players
you have brought to play, we’ll have some marvelous music for the
soundtrack album as well as for what we end up using in the film.”
Of course John Frankenheimer was right, as he was almost all
the time, but neither of us knew in 1962 when we recorded the
score that the entire jazz highlights from the score would not be
available to hear until fifty-six years later!!
While there have been two other recordings (and countless
bootlegs) of some of the highlights of the score, these versions
never quite made it out of the warehouse. Still, today in 2018 as I
write these notes, they sound just as fresh as they did back then.
And thanks to Moochin’ About, while much of it took a long time
to get here, the music on this box set is now here to stay.
Paul Horn (alto sax, flute), Harold Land (tenor sax), Jack Nimitz (baritone
& bass sax), Lou Blackburn, Dick Leith (trombone), Carmell Jones and Joe
Gordon (trumpets), David Amram (French horn, piano, Latin percussion,
dumbek & percussion)
Photo: Laurence Harvey, Frank Sinatra
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THE MUSIC
IS ALMOST SANE
SOMETIMES …
AS THE STORY
IS ALMOST SANE
SOMETIMES…
AND AT OTHER
TIMES, THE MUSIC
IS IN THE TREES,
JUST LIKE THE
MOVIE. IT IS A
GREAT SCORE!
FRANK
SINATRA

Photo: David Amram on his Feasterville, PA Farm (1938)
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Theme Music From Splendor in The Grass
The Bash Before The Crash
High School Prom Dance 1925
Everybody’s Wild About Mabel
Kansas 1920
One More Dance
Splendor In The Grass
Anatolia
Love Is Never Out of Style
Mountain Snow
Sunny Days
Blue Tomorrow
The Zephyr March Of The Nicotine Fields
Old Country Soul
Other Dreams
Childhood Dreams
Definitely Blue
Ancestral Dreams
Kazoo Story
Anatolia

TWO COLLABORATIONS
WITH ELIA KAZAN

Prior to composing the score for Splendor in the Grass in 1960, I
had composed the score of Archibald MacLeish’s Pulitzer prizewinning play J.B. for Elia Kazan in the theatrical production on
Broadway.
William Inge, who wrote the screenplay for Splendor in the Grass,
wanted to have the music as well as the film itself represent the
bitter-sweet feelings of unrequited love, as well as the hysteria of
the 1920s leading up to the great crash of 1929. The challenge was
how to evoke the joyous feelings of post-World War I optimism
alongside the constraints of a Puritan society that made love a sin
until a marriage had taken place.
Since Kazan wanted everyone in his films to be involved from start
to finish, classical and jazz trumpeter Maurice Peress and I were
actually in the film in one scene, as members of a 1920s Dixieland
band (see the photo in the booklet) playing for a wild party with
dancing girls in skimpy red outfits, all dancing up a storm, just
hours before the stock market crash.
Photo: Warren Beatty, Natalie Wood

DIRECTOR ELIA KAZAN

SAXOPHONIST GEORGE BARROW
PROVIDED SOME MELANCHOLY
MOMENTS WHICH EXPRESSED THE
SENSE OF IMPENDING DOOM

BUSTER
BAILEY, THE
MASTER
CLARINETIST AND
PIANIST EDDIE
WILCOX WERE
AMONG THOSE
WHO CREATED
THE JAZZ STYLES
OF THE
1920S

One of our fellow band members on the soundtrack, the great
Buster Bailey, had a brief cameo in another part of the film.
Buster, the master clarinetist (born in 1902) and pianist Eddie
Wilcox (born in 1907) were among those who created the jazz
styles of the 1920s, and they helped to further the story with their
peerless playing. And saxophonist George Barrow provided some
melancholy moments which expressed the sense of impending
doom when the dawn of The Great Depression arrived.
The orchestral music was performed primarily by members of the
Marlboro Music Festival, where I had been composer-in-residence,
and most of the other members of the orchestra consisted of
outstanding chamber music players and soloists, as well as many
full-time members of the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra.
Trumpeter Maurice Peress, who became a renowned classical
maestro, not only played brilliantly in the Dixieland ensemble,
he also contributed memorable classical-style solos with the
orchestra.
Photo: Buster Bailey, insert - David Amram/ Maurice Peress

SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS 1960

Following the Dixieland band version,
Jerry Dodgion’s 1978 performance of
the theme for the film with my quartet
is as good as it gets, as was Gerry
Mulligan’s rendition of the theme on
the final recording he ever made. The
highlight of my 80th birthday in 2010
at a sold out concert at New York’s
Symphony Space was Earl McKintyre
and his orchestra performing a
stunning version of the score which
was filmed for Lawrence Kraman’s
award -winning documentary film
DAVID AMRAM The First 80 Years.
Splendor in the Grass was Warren
Beatty’s first film and Natalie Wood
gave one of the best performances
of her stellar career. After fifty-eight
years, it is gratifying to finally have a
soundtrack album issued.
Photo: Warren Beatty, Jan Norris

NATALIE WOOD GAVE ONE
OF THE BEST PERFORMANCES
OF HER STELLAR CAREER

THE
ARRANGEMENT
WAS A CLASSIC
STORY OF THE
SON OF A FIRST
GENERATION
MIGRANT
STRUGGLING TO
FIND A PLACE IN
THE NEW WORLD
WHILE BEING
HAUNTED BY HIS
OWN ANCESTRAL
GHOSTS FROM THE
OLD WORLD

After I worked as the composer and musical director of the
Lincoln Center Repertory Theater from 1964 to 1967, Elia Kazan,
who had been the artistic director along with Harold Clurman,
decided that he wanted to pursue a lifetime dream of writing full
time, and left the theater and films to devote himself to being
an author.
His book The Arrangement was a classic story of the son of a first
generation migrant struggling to find a place in the New World
while being haunted by his own ancestral ghosts from the Old
World. The story also delved into the disappointment of a failed
love affair and the dissatisfaction of a successful career in a job he
hated, while trying to comfort his ailing father, who wanted to go
back to the old country to die.
For this film, I had the chance to write not only for some great
jazz artists but also an all-star classical symphony orchestra, which
featured the Metropolitan Opera’s flutist Jame Politis, oboist Al
Genovese and violist Midhat Serbagi.
Photo: Elia Kazan, Kirk Douglas, Faye Dunaway
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Because of Kazan’s broad scope of interest as well as his pride in
his own roots, I was given free rein to write for and play with some
of my colleagues from the worlds of Greek, Turkish, Armenian,
Lebanese, Moroccan and Israeli musical styles.
I also devised some little pieces where the traditional musicians
could play with the symphony orchestra. While this is an everyday
occurrence in Turkey, it was just about unheard of in the USA in
1969, but Kazan had a wide open mind and was always concerned
with how it felt, not how it was defined.
As was the case with every actor who worked with Kazan, Kirk
Douglas, Faye Dunaway, Deborah Kerr and Richard Boone all gave
memorable performances.
The score was recorded in two days in July of 1969 at Fine
Studios, New York City and the players included Jerry Dodgion
(alto sax), Thad Jones (trumpet), George Barrow (tenor sax), Ali
Hafid (dumbek), Al Genovese (oboe), Jimmy Politis (flute), Midhat
Serbagi (viola solos), Jerry Tarack (violin solos), David Amram
(piano, French horn, Anatolian shepherd’s flute, and Middle Eastern
percussion) and members of the Egyptian Gardens Ensemble.
Photo: Kirk Douglas, Deborah Kerr

THE ARRANGEMENT 1969

I WAS GIVEN FREE REIN TO WRITE FOR AND
PLAY WITH SOME OF MY COLLEAGUES FROM THE
WORLDS OF GREEK, TURKISH, ARMENIAN, LEBANESE,
MOROCCAN AND ISRAELI MUSICAL STYLES
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Pull My Daisy - Film
Pull My Daisy (Vocals - Lynn Sheffield)
Las Muchachas Delicadas
Switchblades On Parade
Harold’s Way Out
Subway Sounds
True Blue
Funeral March And Requiem
The Last Taco
Rooftops
Later With The Elevator
Help!
Theme From
The Young Savages
Echo Of An Era

Photo: Jack Kerouac,
Dody Muller, David Amram
(1959)

THREE
NEW YORK
STORIES

In the first months of 1959, a year and a half after Jack
Kerouac and I presented the first public jazz/poetry readings
ever performed in New York, we got together with a bunch
of friends and decided to make a documentary silent film
based on an unproduced play which Kerouac had written.
We ended up taking part of a scene from the last act of the
play and, in the grand tradition of anarchistic craziness, spent
three weeks partying hard at artist Alfred Leslie’s studio. As he
graciously tried to get us to do anything related to the play, his
patience and good sportsmanship as we slowly wrecked his
studio were remarkable, and photographer Robert Frank also
stayed the course during the non-stop chaos that became the
norm.
Somehow, our endless days and nights of youthful foolishness
were edited down to 28 minutes by editor Leon Prochnik.
Kerouac came to Jerry Newman’s studio, and as I played the
piano to calm him down, he narrated the whole film and made
it appear that this was what it was supposed to be about.
Photo: (Left to Right) Pablo Frank, David Amram, Richard Bellamy,
Allen Ginsberg, Alfred Leslie

DIRECTORS ROBERT FRANK, ALFRED LESLIE

SOMEHOW, OUR ENDLESS
DAYS AND NIGHTS OF YOUTHFUL
FOOLISHNESS WERE EDITED
DOWN TO 28 MINUTES BY
EDITOR LEON PROCHNIK

I HAD NEVER ACTED
AND THERE WAS NO SCRIPT,
HE SAID “JUST BE YOU”

Then, after much pleading and another bottle of Châteauneufdu-pape wine (purchased exclusively to fire up Jack’s uncanny
imagination), Kerouac did a second take, equally spontaneous and
creative, and after Alfred and Robert went home, Jack, recording
engineer Jerry Newman and I partied all night, recording what is
now called free-styling about the changing of the guard as the
‘50s were headed for a change.
Two weeks later, we went to Reeves Studio in New York and
Anita Ellis, an old friend of Alfred’s, came into town from her first
vacation in 30 years and recorded the title song Pull My Daisy in
two takes, left, and went back to her vacation in Vermont.
The lyrics were by Kerouac, his road buddy Neal Cassady and
Allen Ginsberg and I wrote the chamber music/jazz score and
appeared in the film as Mezz McGillicuddy, the deranged French
hornist. This was Jack’s idea and when I asked him what I should
do, since I had never acted and there was no script, he said “Just
be you”.
The cast included poets Allen Ginsberg, Gregory Corso and Peter
Orlovsky, painters Larry Rivers, Alice Neal, Mary Frank and Dody
Muller, dancer Sally Gross and art gallery owner Richard Bellamy.
Photo: David Amram, Larry Rivers, Allen Ginsberg, Alfred Leslie

PULL MY DAISY 1959

The only professional actor in the cast was Delphine Seyrig, who
somehow put up with the three weeks of lunacy and gave a
brilliant performance in spite of us. Two years later, she became a
major film star in the French film Last Year at Marienbad directed
by Alain Resnais. But she always told me that being in Pull My
Daisy was the best time she ever had making a film, as well as the
craziest.
The rest of us proved that we were not actors by our nonperformances, but it was fun to be part of and today, fifty-nine
years later, young people can get a sense of what it was like to
hang out with Kerouac by hearing his spontaneous half hour
rap, made up on the spot to make it appear planned, as a way of
telling a story about something.
Since Jack and I had done countless jazz/poetry readings
together since first meeting in 1956, and a handful of public ones,
he told me to do whatever I thought would add to the film, which
now had only his voice telling the story.
I requested to have all the music I had played while he was
rapping taken out, so that I could write a score and allow for
moments of silence. I knew that this would give the audience
a chance to hear his amazing voice in the clear. Then I could
compose music to help give the whole silent movie some form.
Photo: Alfred Leslie, Robert Frank

PULL MY DAISY 1959

THE ONLY PROFESSIONAL ACTOR IN THE CAST
WAS DELPHINE SEYRIG, WHO SOMEHOW PUT UP
WITH THE THREE WEEKS OF LUNACY AND GAVE A
BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE IN SPITE OF US

Whenever and wherever we
collaborated, whether in a theater
or on a park bench or an all night
hamburger joint at 4 a.m., we both
always adhered to the two basic
mantras of what the musician
should do when adding music to a
writer’s spoken words…
1 Less is more.
2 When in doubt …, leave it out.
We recorded all the music for
Pull My Daisy in one session at a
little studio in New York City. I was
lucky to get saxophonist Sahib
Shihab (with whom I had played
in Oscar Pettiford’s big band) to
come and play, as well as having
bassist Arthur Phipps, drummer Al
Harewood, bassoonist Jane Taylor,
oboe and English hornist Ronald
Rosenman, violist Midhat Serbagi
and myself playing piano, French
horn and tympani.
Photo: Gregory Corso, Pablo Frank,
Larry Rivers and David Amram

I KNEW THAT
THIS WOULD GIVE THE
AUDIENCE A CHANCE
TO HEAR JACK’S
AMAZING VOICE IN
THE CLEAR..

In 1959, a few months after the film was completed, Columbia
Records wanted to release the entire soundtrack with Jack’s voice
and my music, but it never happened. While there have been
bootleg copies made for decades, fifty-nine years later, thanks to
Moochin’ About, it will be possible to finally hear Jack’s voice with
my music for the first time on a soundtrack recording. While this
is happening, the listeners can each imagine a movie of their own
and maybe then take their cell phones and shoot a movie about
anything, including what they and their friends have been up to
lately. That’s what we all did in 1959 and it’s still nice to watch
today.
In 1971, I recorded the music for the song again with a stellar jazz
ensemble where singer Lynn Sheffield and saxophonist Pepper
Adams took the song to another level. We recorded this version in
October of 1971 in Studio A in the RCA studios in New York City.
The musicians included Jerry Dodgion (alto sax), Pepper
Adams (baritone sax), Midhat Serbagi (viola), Marvin Feinsmith
(bassoon), Herb Bushler Bass, Al Harewood (drums), Lynn
Sheffield (vocals) and myself playing piano and French horn.
For the 1959 film: Jack Kerouac (narrator), Sahib Shihab (alto saxophone),
Arthur Phipps (bass), Al Harewood (drums), Anita Ellis (vocals), David
Amram (French horn, piano, percussion and timpani). The musicians in the
classical ensemble were Ronald Rosman (oboe and English horn), Jane
Taylor (bassoon), and Midhat Sarbagi (viola)

PULL MY DAISY 1959

I had worked for John Frankenheimer composing the score
for his award-winning television show Turn of the Screw
with Ingrid Bergman. I had also composed the score for his
television special of Ernest Hemingway’s The Fifth Column,
starring Richard Burton, and to my surprise in 1960, he invited
me to write the score for his new film The Young Savages.
I had never been to Hollywood before and spent five weeks
there cooped up in a room working on the film, which was
based on a true, memorable New York story about rival gangs
and an unsolved murder.
Because much of the film took place in what was known as
Spanish Harlem or El Barrio, I felt right at home as I watched
the film over and over because – thanks to the GI Bill – I had
gone to the Manhattan School of Music in 1955-56 in the very
same neighborhood where much of the film took place. I spent
lots of time in that neighborhood playing music and learning
to speak more Spanish, while I was in my little room burning
the candle at all ends as I composed the score. I never got
homesick while working on the score because watching the
film took me there every day.
Photo: John Davis Chandler, Neil Nephew & Stanley Kristien

DIRECTOR JOHN FRANKENHEIMER

I HAD NEVER BEEN TO
HOLLYWOOD BEFORE AND SPENT
FIVE WEEKS THERE COOPED UP IN A
ROOM WORKING ON THE FILM

Because the studio system was crumbling, I
was able to get many of the musicians who I
knew could add their special magic to make
the music come alive for the jazz and Latininspired jazz pieces. I called saxophonist
Harold Land and bassist George Morrow,
both of whom I had met and jammed with
when I was playing with the Charles Mingus
Quintet in the fall of 1955.

I NEVER GOT
HOMESICK WHILE
WORKING ON THE
SCORE BECAUSE
WATCHING THE FILM
TOOK ME THERE
EVERY DAY

They had moved to LA and told me that Leon Petties would be
the perfect drummer to call. Since I couldn’t get any of my favorite
piano players, instead of playing French horn, I played the piano
myself.
For the orchestra, I asked Stanley Plummer to be my concert
master. Stanley was a great concert violinist, whom Jascha Heifetz
requested to be his second violinist whenever Heifetz wanted
to play string quartets, but he had never played for a studio film
scoring session. I had to argue with the producer of the film, but I
knew that if Stanley were playing, it couldn’t get any better.
Stanley was an incredible player, as you can hear on this recording,
and I wrote a lot of violin solos for him to play in the score
because I knew that his sensitive and creative style would add
immeasurably to the score and help to humanize the film.
We did the entire score in two days at the Columbia Studios and
when I went back to New York City, I celebrated by going up
to El Barrio to participate in what is known in Puerto Rico as a
descarga, which is an all-night jam session. The film starred Burt
Lancaster and is still shown today.
Harold Land (tenor sax), George Morrow (bass), Leon Petties (drums),
Laurindo Almeida (guitar), David Amram (piano, Latin percussion)
Photo: Laurindo Almeida

THE YOUNG SAVAGES 1960

This six minute-long excerpt is one that I will always treasure
because, while the documentary film has disappeared except
for one remaining 16 millimeter copy, falling apart and stored
in the Donnell Library in New York City, this was the first film
score I ever wrote, and in addition to the three musicians I
called – bassist Arthur Phipps, drummer Al Harewood and my
musical partner George Barrow, with whom I played from my
first job in NYC with Charles Mingus until he retired in the ‘90s
– I also had the chance to invite a brilliant young pianist who
was so original that many people couldn’t figure out what he
was doing. His name was Cecil Taylor and he told me recently
that this was the first time he’d ever played on a recording.
While every note of my little score was written out, there were
eight bars that were open to be improvised. I had planned
to have George and I split it up, playing four bars apiece but
George said:
“No, let the kid play the eight bars on the piano. I know he’ll
come up with something interesting”. That’s what we did and
sixty-two years later, you can hear some of that indescribable
creativity of Cecil, years before Ornette Coleman came on the
scene to add to the ever-changing language of jazz.
Photo: David Amram, George Barrow

DIRECTOR HENRY FREEMAN

THIS SIX MINUTE-LONG
EXCERPT IS ONE THAT I WILL
ALWAYS TREASURE BECAUSE
THIS WAS THE FIRST FILM
SCORE I EVER WROTE

We also had Al Epstein play oboe,
Dave Kurtzer on bassoon and
baritone saxophone and George
Barrow played flute as well as
tenor saxophone.
The film was a New York story
about the history of the Third
Avenue El (the elevated railway)
and the ever-changing nature of
New York City. Hopefully, some
day, there will be another copy
of the film found, but at least
there is this six and a half minutes
which ends with just music. It was
recorded in the summer of 1956 at
the loft of a friend of director Hal
Freeman, who also has no copy of
the film or the music.
I was called because Al Avakian,
a master film-maker, editor and
avatar for jazz, recommended me
to film-maker Hal Freeman when
they were looking for someone to
score the film.
Photo: Cecil Taylor

I ALSO HAD THE
CHANCE TO INVITE
A BRILLIANT YOUNG
PIANIST WHO WAS SO
ORIGINAL THAT MANY
PEOPLE COULDN’T FIGURE
OUT WHAT HE WAS DOING
HIS NAME WAS
CECIL TAYLOR

Al Avakian was a friend of author Terry Southern, who I spent
great times with in Paris. Al Avakian knew that I was coming
to New York, and Al recommended me to the film-maker Hal
Freeman. When Terry Southern left Paris to come to New York
a few months before, I decided to come back to the USA. I gave
Terry a copy of a jazz album I had made with Bobby Jaspar in
Paris and when Al Avakian told Terry Southern about this film,
Terry gave Al my record and suggested that Al give it to Hal
Freeman. He did that and a few weeks later, I received a phone call
from Hal and a month later I had composed and was recording
my very first film score.
I always hoped that Cecil Taylor, the lone survivor of the musicians
who played for Echo of an Era could hear the score and see how
beautifully he played. I told him it was finally coming out 62 years
after we had done it, but he passed away before i could send it to
him.
Author: George K Arthur, Roberts Blossom
George Barrow (tenor sax), Cecil Taylor (piano), Art Phipps (bass), Al
Harewood (drums), David Amram (French horn)
Photo: Al Harewood

ECHO OF AN ERA 1956

THE FILM WAS A NEW YORK STORY
ABOUT THE HISTORY OF THE THIRD AVENUE
EL (THE ELEVATED RAILWAY) AND THE EVERCHANGING NATURE OF NEW YORK CITY.

Photo: Bob Dylan & David Amram
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ON Broadway

CLASSIC AMERICAN FILM SCORES
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Waltz From ‘After The Fall’
Act 1: Prologue for On the Waterfront
Blues for On the Waterfront
Dare To Dream
Mas Mano
Neighbourhood Dreams
All My Love
Act 2: Prologue
Muy Caliente
Rooftops Of New York
Epilogue

MUSIC FOR
TWO DRAMATIC PLAYS
ON BROADWAY

When the Lincoln Center Theater was scheduled to have its
grand opening in early 1964, the first scheduled production of
this new, exciting theater company was the world premiere of
Arthur Miller’s play After the Fall. Because the theater located at
Lincoln Center was still under construction, the production was
moved downtown to the old ANTA Theater in Greenwich Village.
After long hours of rehearsals, the director Elia Kazan, playwright
Arthur Miller, all of the cast and myself would roam the streets
before going home to sleep. Often we would come to the places
in the Village where I had lived for years, and when I was invited to
play with the musicians of all genres who frequented the Village,
many of the actors, such as Jason Robards and Ralph Meeker,
would join me. We would include them in jam sessions with words
as well as music, helping to create an oasis from the rigors of what
New Yorkers themselves referred to as life in the Asphalt Jungle.
The photograph of Arthur Miller and myself which appears in the

DIRECTOR ELIA KAZAN

SINCE ITS
SUCCESSFUL
PREMIERE IN
EARLY 1964,
AFTER THE
FALL HAS
BEEN STAGED
FOR THE PAST
FIFTY-FOUR
YEARS ALL
OVER THE
WORLD

booklet of the box set was taken at the end
of 1963, when Miller would come by my tiny
apartment on 6th Avenue and 11th Street
in the Village to discuss what the music for
After the Fall should accomplish and where
we should use it. His wife, Inge Morath, would
often take pictures of us, and she gave this
one to me as a souvenir of our many allafternoon, all-night get-togethers.
While both Arthur Miller and Kazan loved

THE SIMPLE
JAZZ WALTZ
FROM THE SCORE
HAS REMAINED
THE SIGNATURE
PIECE WHICH HAS
HAD A LIFE
OF ITS OWN

traditional classical music, they felt that the majority of the score
for this new play should be grounded in the language of jazz
and that, rather than having an orchestra, it would be better to
use a small group of musicians to enhance the drama without
overwhelming it. As in all the theatrical productions I worked on
with Kazan and all the other great directors I was lucky enough
to collaborate with – like Sydney Lumet, Bobby Lewis and Harold
Clurman – the music was always part of the whole experience
and used to help tell a story as well as create an atmosphere for
furthering the story.
Since its successful premiere in early 1964, After the Fall has been
staged for the past fifty-four years all over the world, but of all the
music which has remained an integral part of the play since its first
production, the simple jazz waltz from the score has remained the
signature piece which has had a life of its own.
In 1971, seven years after the waltz was first used in the play, both
Arthur Miller and Kazan encouraged me to make a recording of
it in a longer version which they often heard me play with my
various ensembles. They both hoped that perhaps this extended
version could be used in a filmed version of the play someday.
Photo: Arthur Miller, David Amram

AFTER THE FALL 1964

MILLER AND KAZAN
LOVED TRADITIONAL
CLASSICAL MUSIC

Forty-seven years later, that “someday” hasn’t arrived yet, so the
waltz is still waiting for the film to be made. So it is very gratifying
that the waltz can finally be able to be in this series of film scores
and allow you, the listeners, to make a movie of your own while
hearing it.
The waltz is often played by other musicians as a concert piece,
as well as being used in dramatic readings of the play, and is one
which is requested at almost every concert that my quintet plays.
Arthur Miller told me of his teenage years as a boy crooner and
how his involvement with swing music was one of the ways he
came to appreciate the special power of jazz, and the importance
of the many artists past and present who continue to create it.
In this version of my waltz, saxophonists Pepper Adams and Jerry
Dodgion shine. I had the chance to play French horn, piano and
percussion, spurred on by the masterful rhythm section led by the
great conga player Candido, drummer Al Harewood and bassist
Herb Bushler.
It was recorded in Studio A in the RCA building in 1971 in New
York City.

AFTER THE FALL 1964

When I was called by one of the producers to compose music
for a Broadway production of Budd Schulberg’s classic 1954
film, I had the feeling that doing a remake of such a great film –
with its memorable cast of award-winning actors and timeless
score by Leonard Bernstein – and putting it on stage would be,
as Terry Malloy, the washed up boxer in the story declaims in his
famous monologue, “a one way ticket to Palookaville”.
However, when the producer told me that Budd Schulberg himself
had suggested me as the composer, I couldn’t say no to someone
I admired so much, and when I spoke to Budd, he told me that
before he and Elia Kazan collaborated to turn the story into a
screenplay for a film, it was originally a stage play.
“I think you’ll like the original script” he told me. “It’s simple.
Barebones. All about the people in the neighborhood and their
dignity and sense of family that was the hallmark of our era, when
working on the waterfront was a way of life. I think you could
capture some of that sense of street life and the passions of
everyday working people when their backs are pushed up against
the wall. You can help to keep it simple and for real. And not
schmaltz it up”.
Photo: Slide Hampton

DIRECTOR ADRIAN HALL

YOU CAN HELP TO KEEP IT
SIMPLE AND FOR REAL AND NOT
SCHMALTZ IT UP.EVERYTHING ON
BROADWAY TODAY IS TOO BIG ALL
GLITZ AND BOMBAST

TOO MUCH
FLASH, TRASH
AND CASH AND
NOT ENOUGH
SUBSTANCE
OR ANYTHING
DESIGNED TO
UPLIFT THE
AUDIENCE
OR TO HAVE
LASTING
VALUE

“Everything on Broadway is too big,” Budd continued. “All glitz and
bombast. Maybe with this production, we can bring back some real
theater. With simple sets, a fine cast and a small group of musicians,
the audience will get to see the story in an intimate way. We’ll leave
space for the actors and the audience to breathe. I wish we could
get Kazan to direct it but he’s busy writing books now. We have
found a great young director and I’m sure he’ll let you do what you
feel is best. He is very creative but also very sensitive.”
Since I was composing full-time for the concert hall, as well
as guest-conducting and playing with all kinds of musicians
from around the world, I hadn’t written music for any theatrical
productions, or for any films, for years. But I felt the same way as
Budd did about most of what was being done on Broadway and
in most major Hollywood films. Too much flash, trash and cash and
not enough substance or anything designed to uplift the audience
or to have lasting value.
I received a copy of the original theatrical script from Budd
Schulberg and loved every page of it. The dialogue, the story and
the simplicity of the way the story was told was moving and left
you with the feeling that you were part of it. Budd had captured
that poetry of urban life that often goes unnoticed. He made the
characters so real that you could hear and see them when reading
the script.
Photo: Budd Schulberg

0N THE WATERFRONT 1995

I liked it as much as I did the classic film
and I felt that this script would bring
back fine theater to Broadway, which for
so many years had been just a treasure
chest.
When I told Budd how terrific the play
was, he said, “I love your enthusiasm but
just remember, these producers have
never worked in the theater before. They
are all young hotshots from Los Angeles
who have only produced TV shows, so
be prepared. I have the feeling that they
might want me to change some of the
script.”
Budd’s comment was the
understatement of the century.
No matter what kind of music you
compose, if the three major ingredients
– the script, the actors and the audience
– are not of paramount importance, no
amount of overproduction will create
good theater.
Photo: Vic Juris

BUDD’S
COMMENT WAS THE
UNDERSTATEMENT
OF THE CENTURY

As the rehearsals progressed, a small army of technicians came
and took up most of the rehearsal time, trucking in gargantuan
sets, exploding cars and all kinds of demolition derby equipment,
as if they were preparing for a film about World War II.
The director finally told the producers that the play itself and the
actors had to take precedence during rehearsal time and that, in
order to have a night in the theater that would be memorable,
all this paraphernalia was unnecessary in order to make the
production exciting. The fact that Budd Schulberg had created an
American classic and that it was being done in its original form on
Broadway was already exciting enough, and that his work should
be respected. The director was fired the next day.
A new group of people who identified themselves as associate
producers came to the rehearsal the following day and told us
that a new director would come in a few days. In the meantime,
we could all familiarize ourselves – so that no one would get hurt
– with when the explosions, simulated car wrecks and crashing
effects of the stage occurred, like earthquakes, while the actors
were trying not to get impaled.
They also huddled around Budd, telling him that all the reflective
passages in the dialogue had to be either sped up, edited or cut
completely from the script. I told Budd how with After the Fall,
every second of the production honored the story, gave space to
the actors and allowed the audience to breathe and that Arthur
Miller’s words were what guided us all.
0N THE WATERFRONT 1995

This production of On the Waterfront was exactly the opposite,
since so much time and money was spent on overproduction. A
torturous melange of gigantic sets that didn’t work, earsplitting
sound effects and blinding lights, flashed in the eyes of the
audience, made you feel like you were in a war zone.
Actors kept getting injured on the set, and when James Gandolfini,
– who all the world now knows as the great actor who created
the starring role of Tony Soprano in The Sopranos – graciously
suggested that perhaps more attention should be paid to the
actors and to Budd Schulberg’s script, he was fired. But the
remaining group of actors were all determined to continue to
make the best of it, and they all had a remarkable esprit de corps.
The week of preview performances before the show closed ended
with the audience as well as the cast leaving the theater with
headaches from the blinding laser lights which flashed about
from all angles, deafening sirens, amplified gunfire and squeaking,
crashing sets and over-amplified foghorns, all of which was
supposed to suggest trouble on the waterfront.
Even so, I was happy to be working in the theater again. I had the
chance to compose enough music for three plays, as each day the
producers would come in with the rewriting suggestions they were
convinced would turn On the Waterfront into a Broadway hit.
Photo: Candido

ON THE WATERFRONT 1995

EARSPLITTING SOUND EFFECTS
AND BLINDING LIGHTS, FLASHED IN THE
EYES OF THE AUDIENCE, MADE YOU FEEL
LIKE YOU WERE IN A WAR ZONE

I had to compose enough music to
cover a new series of set changes, while
Budd worked furiously trying to piece
together the tattered remains of his play.
All of us were shocked as they kept
telling Budd how to rewrite his Oscarwinning script to serve as a vehicle
for the latest special effects. The
production became a torturous festival
of overproduction. Each night after the
performance, the associate producers
(who now had set a Broadway record
of 30+) would insist on cutting the few
calm moments of what was left of Budd
Schulberg’s play, in order to replace it
with more special effects.
Every night, the actors, the lighting
designer and myself would go home to
another sleepless night, knowing that
we would have to come up with new
material the following afternoon to try
to add to the show that night, since
whatever we had created the day before
to enhance any dramatic moments was
now no longer in the play.

BUDD SCHULBERG’S
BEAUTIFUL AND MOVING
SCRIPT NOW RESEMBLED
AN ATTRACTIVE PERSON
WHO HAD RECEIVED SO
MUCH PLASTIC SURGERY
THAT THEY LOOKED
LIKE GHOSTS OF THE
WALKING DEAD IN A
HORROR MOVIE

It was as if you were seeing the news reports from the failed
mission of a rocket launch explosion at the Houston Space Center,
or a reality TV show where someone with a cell phone films an
avalanche destroying a village. Budd Schulberg’s beautiful and
moving script now resembled an attractive person who had
received so much plastic surgery that they looked like ghosts of
the walking dead in a horror movie.
But in spite of all the chaos, and the knowledge that this was
going to be a colossal flop, it was still really fun to be in the
company of a great group of actors and technicians and Budd
Schulberg himself. They all loved the theater and had experienced
great successes and devastating flops, and refused to let anything
destroy their desire to pursue excellence.
A few nights before the official opening, Budd told me not to feel
bad because he knew that while these people were destroying his
script, he still had plenty of copies of the original one, which he
retained rights to. He told me that it would be done many times
again in smaller venues, where it would be appreciated.
And that’s exactly what has happened many times in the past
twenty-three years.

0N THE WATERFRONT 1995

I also had such a great time writing so many different pieces of
music because I got to spend time with old friends as we kept rerecording the music to fit the revamped versions of the play.
“How many more times are they going to keep changing the
play?” said Jerry Dodgion, in one of our last sessions before the
play opened.
“Until it closes down, which I think will be shortly after it opens”,
I said.
“You’ve written some nice stuff and the guys are playing up a
storm”, said Jerry. “I hope some of the music we are doing can be
put out on an album one day.”
“Me too”, I responded.
Now after twenty-three years, it has resurfaced as part of this
series, like the buried treasure discovered at the bottom of the
ocean after the ship has gone down. I hope some of it will be used
in future productions of the play – productions which perform it
the way Budd Schulberg indicated that it should be – and that
anyone reading this account will know that regardless of setbacks,
we must always do our very best and never give up trying to do
better than expected.
Photo: Jerry Dodgion

ON THE WATERFRONT 1995

It is a treat to know you, the listeners,
are finally able to hear some of the
splendid playing of trumpeter Jimmy
Owens, trombonist Slide Hampton,
saxophonist Jerry Dodgion, guitarists
Vic Juris and Gene Bertoncini , bassist
Victor Venegas, drummer Akira Tana,
conga player Candido, percussionist
and timbales player Steve Berrios,
classical trumpeter Chris Gekker, cellist
Michael Rudiakov and myself playing
piano, French horn, penny whistles,
Irish double D whistle and percussion.
We recorded several sessions in April
of 1995 in New York City.

“HOW MANY MORE
TIMES ARE THEY GOING
TO KEEP CHANGING
THE PLAY?” SAID JERRY
DODGION, IN ONE OF
OUR LAST SESSIONS
BEFORE THE
PLAY OPENED

Jerry Dodgion (alto sax), Vic Juris (guitar),
Jimmy Owens (trumpet), Slide Hampton
(trombone), Victor Venegas (bass), Candido
(congas), David Amram (piano, French
horn, pennywhistles, dumbek, double D Irish
whistle)

Photo: David Amram Band (1972) ABC TV's Mike Douglas Show
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CLASSIC AMERICAN FILM SCORES
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Prologue
Joans Theme
Descaraga
Blue Monday (Viola & Piano)
Funky SAX
Joans Theme (String Quartet)
Steak House
Sailing Past A Buoy
Monastery
String Quartet & Pizzicato
Death Scene I
Blue Monday
Fast blues
Escape
Guitar duo
Dixie in New York
Death Scene II
Blue Monday (swing)
“Take oh.. take thy lips Away”
Sermon
Dance

DIRECTOR MICHAEL PATRICK KELLY

Highlights from the score for Isn’t it Delicious are the perfect
way to conclude this box set. While the film was being released
sixty years after the fragment of the score for Echo of an Era
(1956), it is a return to the grand tradition of “indie”, where
the story told in the film remains untarnished by crews of
ghostwriters, rewriters and people with no knowledge of films,
acting values or the society we live in.
The young director Michael Kelly is already a master film-maker
and has reached a level that most leaders in any field never even
know exists. He allows freedom, once he sets the parameters, and
enables the performers in this film to be so extraordinary that you
leave the theater feeling that this wild story has been about you
and every messed up family that you have ever known.
Keir Dullea, a friend since 1960, called me on the phone and said
that this had been the most rewarding experience of his entire
illustrious career, and that I should get in touch with the director
Michael Kelly and see a rough cut. Fortunately, I followed Keir’s
suggestion.
Photo: Kathleen Chalfant, Keir Dullea

ISN’T IT DELICIOUS 2016

THIS HAD BEEN THE MOST
REWARDING EXPERIENCE OF HIS
ENTIRE ILLUSTRIOUS CAREER

AFTER
WATCHING A
ROUGH CUT
OF ISN’T IT
DELICIOUS ON
A TV MONITOR
IN THE EDITING
ROOM, I KNEW
THAT THIS WAS
SOMETHING
UNIQUE

The majority of my time spent in the forty-nine years since I had
scored Elia Kazan’s The Arrangement was spent composing
symphonies, concertos, chamber music and choral music, as well
as conducting and performing around the world and writing three
books about my non-stop adventures. I had done some scores for
independent documentary films, but all the dramatic feature films
I was offered were so full of violence and so trashy that I couldn’t
put my heart and soul into something that I never wanted to see
again, much less compose a score for.
I have scarcely ever been accused of being a snob, but I have
worked on, as well as watched, some really great films that, like a
fine piece of music or any work of art, make you want to see them
again and again.
After watching a rough cut of Isn’t it Delicious on a TV monitor
in the editing room, I knew that this was something unique. I
dropped everything I was doing and entered joyously into the
world of a story that showed the redemption of a mother and her
miserable relationship with her three children and her husband, all
members of the world’s most dysfunctional family.
Photo: Kathleen Chalfant

ISN’T IT DELICIOUS 2016

Combined with hearty doses of
Buddhism, alcoholism, drug addiction,
infidelity and terminal cancer, this
extraordinary story somehow
resolves into a tale of compassion and
redemption because of the brilliant way
it is told, and by the acting and filming,
all of which puts you into situations that
make you shudder in horror and then
roar with laughter.
Keir Dullea, who had become a star
after his role in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001,
as well as his wife in real life Mia Dillon,
Broadway luminaries Katherine Chalfont,
Alice Ripley and Malachy McCourt all
gave the performances of a lifetime.
My job in writing the score was not to
overwhelm what was already a grand,
tragic opera but to compose without a
note of music being unnecessary.
My biggest challenge was to find a way
to add moments of tenderness to the
intense New York City energy and sad
emptiness of life in the suburbs, where
this family had gone awry.

COMBINED
WITH HEARTY DOSES
OF BUDDHISM,
ALCOHOLISM,
DRUG ADDICTION,
INFIDELITY AND
TERMINAL
CANCER

Since there was no budget for a symphonic score – which wasn’t
necessary to help tell the story anyway – I was able to get some of
New York’s finest chamber music players (thanks to the Copland
House of New York), as well as some of my favorite jazz artists.
Like the score for The Manchurian Candidate, I tried to compose
and perform music inspired by what the film told me to do, and
also to allow the film and the audience to breathe by NOT having
music grinding away throughout.
Until Jason Lee Lazell of Moochin’ About contacted me and told
me how much he liked the score, I didn’t realize that there was so
much music in it that was so pleasurable to hear just as music. I
loved watching the film itself so much, that I never tried to listen to
what I had done except when the film was being screened.
Again, as in all my scores for films, I was blessed to have so many
creative players to compose for, as well as to perform with, and
had no one to tell me that I needed to have a “market sound”.
By the good fortune that I always seem to have had, the film’s
director Michael Kelly also loved European classical music, past
and present, the evocative magic of jazz, blues and the richness
of the folk tradition and the value of using simplicity to help to tell
a story. And he, like myself, loved going to the movies and seeing
a really well made film with a message, done in a way that stayed
with you long after you left the theater.
Photo: Paquito D'Rivera

ISN’T IT DELICIOUS 2016

I hope that all of you who listen to this latest score of mine will
enjoy hearing the music as much as I enjoy seeing the film.
Among the outstanding jazz soloists used were saxophonists
Paquito d’Rivera, Jerry Dodgion, Erik Lawrence, Patience Higgins
and Alex Foster, who also played clarinet. Earl McIntyre played
trombone and he also assembled the big band. Stanton Davis
played trumpet and Howard Johnson played tuba. The guitarists
were Gene Bertoncini and Vic Juris. The bass players were Rene
Hart, Victor Venegas and Jerome Harris. The drummers and
percussionists were Kevin Twigg and Akira Tana playing drum set
and Adam Amram playing congas. I played piano, Irish double D
whistle, bass ocarina, French horn, piano, pennywhistles, congas
and Latin percussion. The violin soloist was Harumi Rhodes
The four recording sessions were done at John Kilgore Studios at
930 9th Ave in New York City.
Paquito d’Rivera (alto sax), Jerry Dodgion (alto sax), Erik Lawrence
(alto, tenor, baritone sax), Alex Foster (clarinet, alto sax), Stanton Davis
(trumpet), Earl McIntyre (trombone), Howard Johnson (tuba), Gene
Bertoncini and Vic Juris (guitars), Victor Venegis and Rene Hart (bass),
Jerome Harris (electric bass), Kevin Twigg (drums), Adam Amram
(congas), David Amram (French horn, piano, double bass ocarina, Irish
double D whistle, dumbek & percussion) and Violin soloist was Harumi
Rhodes.
Photo: Alexandra Mingione, Nick Stevenson
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I HOPE THAT ALL OF YOU WHO
LISTEN TO THIS LATEST SCORE OF MINE
WILL ENJOY HEARING THE MUSIC AS
MUCH AS I ENJOY SEEING THE FILM

Photo: David Amram leads his Amram Jam at his Finale of the Newport Jazz Festival, New York City, in 1977

ThaNK YOU'S
TO the great directors and actors in the films whose artistry we honor
through music in this box set TO Jack Kerouac, who saw the relationship
of jazz,the European classics and all sincere musics from the heart TO
Jerry Dodgion, Pepper Adams, George Barrow, Victor Venegas, Maurice
Peress and Candido who made my music come alive since the 1950s
TO Paquito d’Rivera, for his 41 years of friendship and artistry TO my
three great kids, Alana, Adira, Adam and to sweet Audrey, all of whom
give me a life TO Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Thelonious Monk, Arthur
Miller, and Leonard Bernstein, all of whom told me that true music
must combine purity of intent and an exquisite choice of notes TO Earl
McIntyre and his big band, who with his wife , vocalist Renee Manning,
all remain guardians of Brooklyn’s soul TO Odetta who showed me that
music heals, that I must always respect the masters in order to tell my
story, that folk music is the root of the tree, and that I must never sell
out and become a hack TO Sir James Galway who showed me that
being a serious artist included spreading joy and sharing your blessings
with everyone who crosses your path, and to strive for perfection every
day TO my friend and manager Doug Yeager, who has devoted his life
to supporting music built to last and keeps the train on the track TO
Peter Curtis and Bill Morgan for helping to archive precious materials TO
Barbara Kopple for her life-time of creating films of enduring value.
TO Jason Lazell, who rescued all this music from oblivion and who brings
back artistry to the creation of new innovative albums of enduring value.

ORIGINAL CONCEPT & DESIGN OF THE 'JAZZ ON FILM' SERIES
JASON LEE LAZELL
SLEEVE NOTES & BOOKLET ANNOTATION
DAVID AMRAM, JASON LEE LAZELL
REMASTERING
PETER BECKHAM, TECHNOLOGYWORKS.CO.UK
GRAPHIC DESIGN
JO COLE, JOCOLEDESIGN.COM
DISTRIBUTED BY
PIAS
THANKS TO ALL OF THE ABOVE AND A VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO...
DOUG YEAGER, JON TURNER, MICHAEL PATRICK KELLY, SCOTT
DEVON, GUY BARKER, BEN GREENSLADE-STANTON, DIGGER ELIAS,
JON NEWEY, FRANK & SAM AT RAYS JAZZ, PARIS AT THE ELECTRIC
CAROUSEL, DAVID HOLZER, ALFRED LESLIE, BENJAMIN COOK,
STEWART WILLIS, LARRY KRAMAN, MARK RUSSELL, IAN MATTHEWS,
CERYS MATTHEWS, ADAM DINEEN, KEVIN PAVER, NEIL ARMSTRONG...
IMAN KAKAI-LAZELL
AND LAST BUT DEFINITELY NOT LEAST FOR MAKING THIS
ALL POSSIBLE
MR DAVID AMRAM 'FOR HIS WARMTH, GENEROSITY, ENTHUSIASM,
TRUST, SUPPORT, PHOTO'S, EMAILS... AND HIS BIG BIG HEART... '

COME ON YOU SUPER HOOPS!

MOOCHIN01
JAZZ ON FILM...
FILM NOIR

MOOCHIN02
JAZZ ON FILM...
BEAT, SQUARE
& COOL

MOOCHIN03
JAZZ ON FILM...
CHET BAKER

MOOCHIN04
JAZZ ON FILM...
THE NEW WAVE

MOOCHIN05
JAZZ ON FILM...
THE NEW WAVE II

MOOCHIN06
JAZZ ON FILM...
BIOPICS

MOOCHIN07
JAZZ ON FILM...
CRIME JAZZ

MOOCHIN08
MUSIC FROM
THE WELSH
MINES RHOS
MALE VOICE
CHOIR

MOOCHIN09
JAZZ ON FILM...
DAVID AMRAM
AMERICAN
MOVIES

MOOCHIN10
JAZZ ON FILM...
SYDNEY BECHET

MOOCHIN12
JAZZ ON FILM...
THE FABULOUS
FREDDIE HEATH
EP 10”

MOOCHIN13
JAZZ ON FILM...
THE FABULOUS
FREDDIE HEATH
EP 7”

MOOCHIN14
MAMBO
FOR CATS
VARIOUS

MOOCHIN15
ALICE
COLTRANE
HARP SOLO

MOOCHIN18
CHAMELEONSVOX
WHERE IN THE
WORLD EP

